THE REAL COST
of

BANNING FOAM

A recent study conducted on behalf of the Dart Container Corporation
found that banning foam in New York City and California would cost
businesses and consumers millions of dollars each year.

These figures beg the question:

How would a foam ban
impact your community?

$91.3 million

$1.4 billion

Annual impact of a foam ban on NYC

Overall losses resulting from a

businesses and consumers

foam ban in California

$1.00
$1.94
For every dollar spent on plastic foam products, NYC consumers
and businesses will spend at least $1.94 on a replacement

Food service and restaurants will be
the hardest hit by a foam ban.
As shown here, foam alternatives cost dramatically more than foam – and the increased
costs will show up on consumers’ favorite menu items. In New York City alone:

Clamshell container

Coffee cup

Bowl and plate

108.7%

89.98%

55.86%

estimated cost increase

estimated cost increase

estimated cost increase

Schools would also be affected

$0.03

The cost of a recyclable polystyrene foam lunch tray
VS

$0.15-$0.25
The cost of a biodegradable school lunch tray

$8.1 million

Annual cost to replace foam lunch trays at NYC schools

So would jobs

-2,000

-8,000

Estimated number of NYC jobs
lost from foam manufacturing

Estimated California job
losses from foam ban

Communities will take a financial
hit from foam bans alongside:

Rising food prices

An uncertain economy

Ambiguous costs from
the Affordable Care Act

It all adds up.
A better alternative to banning foam?

Recycling.

It reduces waste, prevents pollution and saves energy.
Learn how foam recycling supports communities at
HomeforFoam.com.
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